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About this resource
This resource will help you introduce and explore spoken word artists with your pupils.
The resource is designed to be adaptable, so use and differentiate as you see fit. The
resource has several aims:
•

To introduce pupils the work of spoken word artists, and give pupils a chance
to respond to work by these artists

•

To use spoken word texts as a means to enthuse pupils about poetry

•

To give pupils an opportunity to compose their own spoken word texts

The activities are designed to follow a certain order, but you may find it appropriate
to only do certain activities, depending on whether you want to achieve all of the
aims above.
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Authors Live
As well as watching spoken word artists and poets perform their work on YouTube,
you can also watch a number of poetry and spoken words events on our Authors
Live On Demand Library. All these events last 40minutes and were filmed at the
BBC in Glasgow. It is worth incorporating at least one of these event videos into any
spoken word project, as you can hear poets both perform and discuss their work.
The events available to watch include:
•

Jackie Kay- performing her poetry and two spoken word poets respond to her
work

•

Poetry Slam- a poetry slam competition between three poets: Elizabeth
Murray, Paul Lylls and Dizraeli

•

National Poetry Day 2019- a celebration of poetry and spoken word with Dean
Atta, Rachel Plumber and Gray Crosbie

•

National Poetry Day 2018- a celebration of spoken word poetry with Deanna
Rodger and Ellen Renton

Introducing spoken word
This section will help you to introduce spoken word poetry in the classroom.
Introducing spoken word- 1
LIT 3-03a, ENG 3-19a
The aim of this short activity is to show how the meaning of a poem can be
enhanced when it is read aloud.
To get pupils thinking about reading aloud and tone and intonation, ask them the
complete this quick activity. Write, “I love playing with my dog” on the board. Ask
them to work in pairs and place emphasis on different words as they say them aloud.
For examples:
•

I love playing with my ball

•

I love playing with my ball

•

I love playing with my ball

•

I love playing with my ball

Allow pupils to practice for a few minutes. Then, ask pupils to discuss how placing
emphasis on different words changes the meaning of a sentence.
You can also show pupils Steven McLeish’s poem Backwards. The poem uses the
exact same words in the second half of the poem as it does in the first. However, by
changing the emphasis placed on each word, the meaning of the poem is completely
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changed. This is a good video to show following the quick activity above to
demonstrate to pupils the importance of tone and intonation for performance poetry.
Next, show your class the following poem, composed by a pupil aged 14:
Mathematics
The square on you’re late
hurry up equals the square
on the homework on that
pile and therefore where’s
yours equals that but only
when that’s no excuse you’re in
half multiplied by the sum
of this form is stupid I’ll
keep you all divided by ten
of you will be in trouble
if you don’t by the area of
a triangle equals the last
straw I’ll take you to the
ten to four you can go
The main idea of the poem is that a teacher’s explanation keeps getting interrupted.
However, this idea isn’t always obvious from a sight reading. Ask pupils if they can
read it out in a way that makes it clearer what’s going on, using intonation, pace and
volume. You can find a sheet to help you explain tone, rate, volume and pace in the
appendix of this resource. You can use this worksheet to give prompts and advice
for pupils.
Hopefully, this should help pupils to see that performing a poem out loud requires a
lot of skill and judgement. In the next activity, your pupils can compare the way that
different spoken word artists have chosen to perform their work, and see if they
agree with the choices made.
Introducing spoken word- 2
LIT 3-05a, LIT 3-02a
The aims of this activity are:
•

To show pupils that different spoken word artists have different writing and
performing styles
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•

To show pupils that spoken word artists write about relevant, topical and
thought-provoking issues

Show pupils one or more of the following performances:
•

Deanna Rodger, Nowadays

•

Hollie McNish, Mathematics

•

Marshall ‘Soulful’ Jones, Touchscreen

•

Gray Crosbie, I Left Part of Myself in the Closet

•

Shane Coyczan, To This Day (contains some swearing)

•

Reuben Field, Anticipation (contains some swearing)

•

MiKo Berry’s poem, I’m Sorry

•

Cat Hepburn, Ode to a Tattie

Ask pupils to make notes on the performances and then share their opinions. You
could ask your entire group to watch the performance/s together, or you could split
them into groups and ask them to watch one performance each. Then come together
as a whole group to describe what they have seen and talk about likes and dislikes.
Other groups could then watch another performance and see if they agree with what
the previous group has said.
After this, ask pupils to come up with three topics they think a spoken word artist
should write about. Are there important events happening in the world worthy of a
poem? What about issues that directly affect pupils like bullying and technology?

Exploring spoken word
The aim of these activities is to help your pupils explore spoken word and
performance poetry in more detail, and respond to these texts.
Write a prose version
ENG 3-19a, ENG 3-31a
Ask pupils to write a short story, or a comic strip, based on one of the poems you
have watched. Most of the poems above explore complex issues, from voting, to
immigration, to mental health, to identity, to technology and food waste. Ask pupils to
think of how these challenges could manifest themselves in ordinary lives. How
might a family be affected by the encroachment of tablets and phones? How might
financial pressures affect a young person’s decision making? How might someone
explore or express their identity? Pupils can depict these problems and how people
might respond to them in their stories or comics.
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Write a storyboard for the poem
ENG 3-19a, EXA 3-03a
As an alternative to the above task, you could ask pupils to design a storyboard
depicting different points the poet makes in the poem.
Engaging with politics
LIT 3-09a, LIT 3-14a, SOC 3-15a
In Nowadays, Deanna Rodger paints a picture of a society where people aren’t
making their voices heard and pushing for change. Hollie McNish also explore
politics and the discourse around immigration in Mathematics. These poems are a
good opportunity to show pupils how they can make their voice heard and make a
difference.
Ask pupils to visit the 38 Degrees website – the FAQ section is the best place to visit
for an introduction. Ask pupils to find out about the organisation. 38 Degrees
organises online petitions to government, and ordinary people can start a petition
about anything they want to see happen.
Ask pupils to search for an interesting petition, and get them to share it with the
class. After this, you could ask pupils to design a persuasive social media post to
advertise this petition and get people to sign it. If there is time, you could get them to
come up with their own idea for a petition.
Adapt the poem
ENG 3-19a, TCH 3-14a
Ask pupils to create a digital version of one of the poems, accompanying some of the
text from the poem with images they feel convey the messages and emotions
expressed within the poem.
There are many digital slideshow tools available online. If you have access to
tablets, then you will be able to use iMovie to create your poem adaption. Other
alternatives can be found online and many are available to download for free.
To get the most out of the activity, it’s useful to ask pupils to justify their choices of
image and music. Do their images exemplify some of the points made by the poet?
Do their images and music reflect some of the poetic techniques used? How does
the pace and structure of their video reflect the pace and structure of the poem?
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Creative writing
The aim of this section is to support your class to write their own poetry inspired by
the spoken word artists and poets they have seen.
Creating a spoken word text- 1
LIT 3-02a, ENG 3-31a
The aims of this activity are:
•

To help pupils gather ideas for their own spoken word text

•

To help them understand how to use poetic techniques to enhance their text.

You can complete this activity for any of the poems in “Introducing spoken word- 2”.
First, discuss the poems core message. For example, in Nowadays by Deanna
Rodger, the poem suggests that people care less about things they used to care
about, such as voting, truth, and communication with others.
Next, ask pupils to come with three opinions that relate to the poem. For Nowadays,
ask pupils to come up with three things they think people don’t care about nowadays.
Or for I’m Sorry by MiKo Berry, ask pupils to write down three childhood memories.
After this, ask pupils to come up with one idea to end the poem. For Nowadays, ask
pupils to think about what they care about most and what they can take to protect the
things they care about. For I’m Sorry, ask pupils to think about how they feel now, or
how the childhood memories make them feel.
The final stage is to bring these ideas together as short poem. Their first line could
be ‘Who cares about ________ nowadays?’ or “I remember…” or “I come from…”
After this, ask them to incorporate some of their ideas from the discussion.
For the second half of their poems, pupils can take a more positive tone and talk
about one of the things they care about. If you have focused on Ode to a Tattie by
Cat Hepburn, pupils might like to offer environmental advice in the second part of
their poem.
Creating a spoken word text- 2
LIT 3-02a, SOC 3-15a, ENG 3-31a
Many spoken word artists use poetry as a way to comment on current politics,
human rights or other democratic issues. In particular, Being British by Deanna
Rodger attacks the attitudes of the BNP and other intolerant organisations.
Mathematic by Hollie McNish attacks everyday racism, and Monster by Cat Hepburn
attacks abuse within relationships.
You can try the following activity to explore human rights and help your pupils write a
poem about them. The United Nations has a detailed list of human rights as listed in
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the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. There is a simplified version available as
a list. You can also look at the United Nations Rights of a Child.
Discuss human rights with your pupils. What do they think a human right means?
After this, hand each pupil five post it notes. Ask them to write their top five human
rights, one on each post it, and stick them all on a wall for everyone to see. Discuss
the wall with your pupils: which rights have come up more than others, which ones
are similar to each other, and which ones seem unique?
Next, ask each pupil to pick three that they think are most important. Ask them to
free write about these - why they chose them, and where they have seen them in or
out of action.
Pupils then come back to the wall, and out of their three, ask them to stick just one
back up on the wall, so each pupil has effectively nominated their ‘top’ human right.
As a whole class, whittle this down through discussion and debate and finally select
just one. During this process, you might find that the class naturally separates into
groups advocating different rights. These groups can be given time to form
arguments for their human right, and feedback.
Once just one human right has been chosen by the class to focus on, ask each pupil
to free write about the selection. Are they happy with this selection, what implications
does the human right have for them, their community, the world?
Ask pupils to compare each other’s free writing, making additional notes and
underlining any favourite parts on their notes. They should now use these as the
starting point for a poem, where pupils explore the reasons why the selected human
right is important, where they have seen it in and out of action, and why and how
things need to change to help more people enjoy this human right.

Poetry slam
LIT 3-02a, LIT 3-09a, LIT 3-10a
To end your class spoken word project, you can hold a class poetry slam. You can
watch our Authors Live On Demand poetry slam to get ideas. This activity will tie all
of your pupils’ previous learning together- including your work on exploring tone,
intonation, and different ways to present a poem. It will also give pupils the
opportunity to showcase their creative work.
As not all pupils may want to perform, split the class into small groups. Every pupils
must perform their poem to their group. The groups can then decide which one or
two poems they would like to nominate to be entered into the poetry slam.
Now the class has been whittled down to a smaller number of entries, you can now
hold your poetry slam. Pupils can perform to the class and non-performers can vote
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for their favourite. To make the event a bit more special, you could hold it in your hall
or library space, and you could invite other classes to attend.
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Appendix: Pitch Tone Volume Rate
Your voice is your single most important tool when telling a story.
When reading aloud, our facial expressions help adults and children to understand
the meaning, as well as increasing the overall enjoyment of and engagement.
Important things to consider: pitch, tone, volume and rate
Pitch
•

The vibration of our vocal cords creates pitch. More vibration = higher pitch.

•

Our voice will have a natural pitch

•

We can raise or lower our pitch when we are reading or telling a story

•

We tend to associate small with higher pitch, and big with lower pitch

•

We adjust our pitch higher and lower to show growth or shrinking as well

Tone
•

It’s not just what we say but how we say it

•

Our tone needs to match the meaning of the words, and the feeling of the
page/line of the book

•

For example, you would not say ‘I’m very angry’ in a bubbly and happy voiceit does not convey the meaning

Volume
•

Varying our volume makes the story more interesting, but again, it’s a great
tool to use to create tension, mood, and to help convey the meaning

•

When we read a story, our voice doesn’t need to stay at the same volume
throughout

•

Variation in volume throughout the story will increase listening – it’s more
acoustically diverse

Rate
•

This refers to the rate of speech – how fast or how slow we speak

•

Again, this should vary. You want to speak slowly and clearly, but the
variation makes the story more interesting

•

This is particularly useful in building excitement

•

Especially in books with lots of build-up, a faster rate of speech can help to
depict this

•

For a book where you’re trying to be quiet and calm, you’d adapt a slower rate
of speech
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